St. Paul’s School
Mughalpur, Po- Chargawan, Gorakhpur
CLASS – VII ASSIGNMENT

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Day 1. Draw/sketch any scene of this Corona crisis that you have seen at home in your locality
from your balcony or on TV and write a description of it in 200-250 words.
Day 2. Watch the TV series ‘Wizards of Waverly place’ (available on Youtube and Disney
channel) and write a synopsis of any episode that you like.
Day3. Write a description of your favorite character from the same TV series.

ENGLISH LITERATURE
Day 4. Watch the movie ‘The Merchant of Venice’.
Day 5. Write the summary of the play ‘The Merchant of Venice’.
Day 6. Name two favourite characters in the play and write 10-15 lines about them.

HISTORY
Day 2. Read about the life of Jesus Christ. (Use internet)
Day 6. Write any Five teachings of Christ and stick Three pictures on A4 sheet. (Use Internet)

GEOGRAPHY
DAY- 4
1. Define weather. Differentiate between weather and climate.
2. What type of climate is found in our country? (Search it on Google)
DAY-6.
1. What are the elements of weather and climate?
2. Define barometer. How is it useful? (Search on Google)

MORAL SCIENCE
DAY 1.
1. Mention the importance of reading books (write one paragraph).
2. Write five ways in which you can help poor and needy during the quarantine days.
DAY 2.
1. Explain the statement in your own words “Speaking is silver but silence is golden”
(importance of silence*).
2. Write five ways to show love and care for your pets.

MATHEMATICS
Weekly Assignment With the help of the link provided solve the questions related to the
following chapter.
Day 1 & Day 2 - Exponents Exercise C (Q 1 to Q 33) (http://ncert.nic.in/ncerts/l/heep208.pdf)
Day 3 & Day 4 - Profit, Loss and Discount (https://www.math-only-math.com/supportfiles/worksheets-on-profit-and-loss.pdf)
Day 5 & Day 6 - Percentage Exercise 7 A and 7 B
(https://www.oup.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0025/58273/Insight-Maths-8-SBCh7.pdf)

PHYSICS
Day 1. What do you mean by uniform and non-uniform motion? Explain with the help of
example.
Day 2. Differentiate between Kinetic Energy and Potential Energy.
Day 3. Explain Law of Conservation of Energy with the help of an example.
Day 4. What is Lateral Inversion? Explain with the help of an example.
Day 5. What is reflection? State the two Laws of Reflection.
Day 6. Draw the diagram of Dry cell and Electric Bell.

Note: Take the help of Internet to answer the above questions.
CHEMISTRY
DAY1.
1. Mention two important uses of the following rocks/ minerals:
a) Gypsum (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gypsum)
b) Lime stone (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limestone)
c) Diamond (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diamond)
2. We should consider the possibility of recycling paper rather than burning it. Write in
short about method of recycling paper (five lines).
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paper_recycling)
DAY2.
1. Describe what is happening in the following pictures A, B, C.
(https://www.toppr.com/ask/question/how-will-you-show-that-air-supports-burning/).

(A)

(B)

(C)

2. Draw, label and colour water cycle (https://gpm.nasa.gov/education/water-cycle).

DAY3.
1. Define the following terms with the help of suitable examples:
a) Element (https://www.dictionary.com/browse/element)
b) Compound (https://www.dictionary.com/browse/compound?s=t)
Mixture (https://www.dictionary.com/browse/mixture?s=t)

c)

2. Write the symbols of the following elements (copy the table as it is in your notebook)
(https://periodic.lanl.gov/list.shtml)
ELEMENT

SYMBOL

1. Calcium
2. Magnesium
3. Aluminium
4. Zinc
5. Iron
6. Lead
7. Copper
8. Silver
9. Gold
10. Hydrogen

BIOLOGY
1. Get atleast ten edible items from your kitchen. Find out their medicinal properties and
write them down in a journal made by you at home using sheets of paper from old note
books. (You can use your creative ideas.)
2. Find out two recipes from your mother that are prepared in Indian homes to keep us
away from cough and cold. Write them down in your journal.
3. Prepare a list of the countries that are badly affected by COVID-19 beginning from the
most.
4. Write all the methods of prevention from COVID-19.

HINDI
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COMPUTER
1. Draw well labelled diagram of components of MS-EXCEL and explain each of them.

